
Not again.  
 
Of all the times for this to happen why does it have to happen now. She was supposed to be near 
her stand tonight but it would appear that someone wanted to attempt to have a bit of a night 
time snack. Running from a sudden gastric death is something the night sparrow, Mystia Lorelei, is 
quite accustomed too. Having met the ghost princess, Yuyuko Saigyouji, during that eternal night 
fiasco long ago she has been nothing more than a prime target to be hunted down. Nothing more 
than a simple selection of succulent poultry just waiting to be cooked and choked down.  
 
The night sparrow had managed to escape the hungry jaws of Yuyuko before (to her knowledge 
another youkai seeming to have fallen prey to her), but now it only seemed like Yuyuko used this 
failure to fuel her tenacity. Mystia having officially lost count after their 5th run of the ghost 
princess trying to eat her (although this could perhaps be attributed to her not being able to count 
past 20). It was bad enough that Yuyuko also seemed to have no qualms in voiding the night 
sparrows stand of all it's lamprey and eel products, be they grilled or live and wriggling. 
 
The fleeing night sparrow weaved through the darkened forest, trying as best she can to manuver 
through the trees and maybe lose the pink haired beast that refused to give up the chase. 
Unfortunately, every time she looked back, she always saw (and heard) the same dismal omens 
from when the monster began the relentless hunt; a cheerful smile and an thunderous rumble.  
 
"Ugh, when does this ghost lady give up!?" Mystia questioned to anyone who could answer, 
continuing to zig zag through the natural labyrinth of trees and vegetation as she utilized an 
ancient tactic to try and lose the ghost woman tailing her.  
 
The panicked night sparrow placed most of the blame for this traumatic experience on something 
she's been subjected to for the past few days, and that's an increase in body fat and appetite. 
Normally, Mystia was a rather light eater and as such had a petite and lithe frame to match her 
sparse eating habits. However, as of recently, Mystia soon found herself eating more in one sitting 
and as a consequence her figure started swelling up around the belly and lower regions. The loose 
fitting dress she often wore outdoors beginning to tighten around her thickening rear end and 
meaty thighs.  
 
In fact, it was because of her plumped up body that she was almost caught by Yuyuko, thanks to it 
getting lodged in between tight spots she could normally fit through with ease. Like a panicked 
chicken, she flailed and squawked until her meaty figure squeeze out from in betwixt the tight 
embrace of the trees, the night sparrow booking it into the darkness of the forest as she paid the 
phantom's pouting complaints no heed.   
 
Mystia's feathery ears twinged as the an eerie ghost like sound echoed through the darkness 
behind her. Knowing she would regret looking back, the night sparrow turned her head and was 
instantly met with a blast of pink ghostly fire, the amorphous blob of ectoplasmic danmaku 
exploding on contact of her frilly brown dress and doing well to knocking her out of the air. Like a 
plane that was nailed dead center by a heat-seeking missle, Mystia fell sprawling to the ground 
below and skidded to a halt into a nearby tree. 



 
"Ooh, a direct hit~!" Came the cheery voice of Yuyuko, Mystia's ears finding this voice as nothing 
short as her death knell as she bolted up right to see the all too familiar visage finally catch up to 
her. Mystia had known the pink haired bourei to be rather curvy and full-figured in the past, 
however such a physique seemed to have faded into a much more exaggerated form as of late. 
The thick, otherworldly pudge had nourished nearly every aspect of Yuyuko's spectral body; her 
already prodigal bosom now swollen up to an even greater mass that rested heavily atop an even 
grander sized gut. The engorged midsection's greatness billowed forth from Yuyuko's, normally 
plump, abdomen and strained immensely against her elegant robes. The pale blue kimono fought 
bravely to keep it's wearer's elephantine globe of ghostly flesh concealed, the size and shape of 
this enormous mass feigning the the appearance that the ghost woman was massively pregnant 
with an an unusually large brood. Further down lay the girthy support beams to such a massive 
frame, Yuyuko's lower body showing how rich with pudge it truly was with it's wide, swaying hips 
and thickset thighs. Although Mystia could not see it, there was no doubt in her mind that the 
backside of phantasmal princess would be just as large and jiggly as the rest of her overengorged 
form. 
 
"I almost lost you in this labyrinth of trees, but lucky for me, I never let a meal get away~!" Yuyuko 
floated further into view, the enormously rounded mass of a belly forcing her to levitate and hoist 
her hefty middle with both hands. From previous encounters leading up to the present, Mystia 
had taken notice of how Yuyuko was changing in appearance and had merely attributed it as her 
falling victim to the mind boggling appetite she's known to have. It never occured to Mystia that 
the sudden rash of obesity that has been spreading throughout Gensokyo like a plauge would also 
be a factor. 
 
"Mmm, you're a lot bigger than the little birdie I used to chase around in the past. Oh well, at least 
you're not as bony as you were before~!" Yuyuko mused, almost barely taking note of Mystia try 
and make an escape. The ghost vanished into thin air, her adipose body reappearing right in front 
of Mystia causing the sparrow to collide fast first into Yuyuko's enormous middle. The swollen, 
blue sea of fabric jostled to and fro as a deep gurgling resounded from it's seemingly congested 
depths, the phantom rubbing the disturbed orb of flesh to calm both it's quivers and it's noises. 
 
"Ah ah, it's rude to run out on someone when they're offering you to stay for supper." Yuyuko told 
the sparrow, grabbing her by the wings and holding her in place to prevent another attempt of 
escape. Of course, this only gave Mystia the leeway to struggle and squirm even more in Yuyuko's 
deceptively strong grasp. 
 
"W-why do you even want to eat me!?" Mystia questioned in desperation, eyes hovering to the 
grandiose gut that looked more like an overfilled water balloon about ready to burst. In Mystia's 
eyes, Yuyuko had already had enough and there was no need for her to join...whatever else was 
stewing in that gargantuan tumor of a belly she carried around. "I mean...just look at your 
stomach; it's like it could pop at any minute..." The ghostly belly seemed offended by Mystia's 
assumption of it having limits, another loud gurgle booming from it's interior before it managed to 
force up a bubble of air, Yuyuko politely stifling the would be belch behind her poofy sleeves. 
 



"Oop, pardon me. Those must be the kappa I had a moment ago. They certainly have more fight in 
them than the humans do." Despite being something of a roving glutton, Yuyuko was no no more 
crass than the average lady. Of course, there were still moments where even she slipped. A squirm 
from the trapped Mystia reminded Yuyuko of her newest catch and one she would enjoy quite a 
bit, nonetheless. 
 
Yuyuko chuckled, only seeming to be amused by Mystia's futile attempts to escape and would 
have settled for teasing the plump birdie but, alas, her opulent stomach was not content with her 
playfulness and rumbled in a demand for the pudgy bird be gulped down like the food she was. 
"Aww, my tummy can be such a wet blanket...ah well, I suppose it can't be helped." Yuyuko 
shrugged, grabbing Mystia by her shoulders and hoisting up onto her swollen belly, licking her lips 
in anticipation. 
 
"Ah, there you are, Lady Yuyuko." 
 
Anticipation that would be held back for a little while longer. 
 
"You mustn't go so deep into the wilderness like that, you'll get yourself lost." Yuyuko's ever 
dutiful servant, Youmu Konpaku said to her greedy mistress as she strode her way over to the 
bloated bourei, tugging at her green skirt that seemed to like bothering her quite a bit in the 
backside area. This was for good reason seeing as to how the half ghost's lower body had puffed 
outward with quite a bit of flab lately, her dark green dress distended with her flared out hips and 
capacious loins. Her top half was faring no better in the battle against Youmu's bulges, the 
rounded out protrusion of her blubber engorged belly distorting the green vest she wore as her 
ordinarily flat chest coarsened into a bountiful and quivering bosom. Even though it bothered her 
quite a bit that she was so...enlarged, Youmu ultimately put it aside to keep attention on her more 
ravenous superior. 
 
"Are you sure you wish to eat the bird raw, Lady Yuyuko?" The half ghost asked to her mistress, 
her hand hovering to the sheathed blades at the waist of her green skirt. "I can quickly prepare her 
for you, the stand she uses shouldn't be too far from here..." Mystia felt her blood run cold at the 
mere thought of being 'prepared'. All of a sudden, being eaten whole didn't seem that bad of a 
route considering the alternative... 
 
"Ah, I don't think so, Youmu." Yuyuko replied to her servant as she looked over to the caught night 
sparrow, her smile spreading to inhuman lengths. "It would be a little time consuming to 
thoroughly cook her, especially if you're as hungry as I am." There was alot of emphasis on the 
word 'hungry' that Yuyuko just spoke, and it is that very emphasis is what managed to send shivers 
of terror down Mystia's spine.  
 
Yuyuko turned Mystia around to face her, her hands holding the sparrow tightly by the shoulders 
as her smile gaped wide to impossible lengths. Mystia gazed in absolute horror to the abyssal 
gateway that yawned wide to recieve her form, the salivating orifice leading the path to absolute 
nothingness beyond the dangling uvula that lay ahead... 
 



Without a moment to spare, Yuyuko crammed Mystia's head into her mouth and began the feast, 
the night sparrow awakening from her fright induced stupor to struggle and protest madly in a last 
attempt to gain freedom.   
 
"N-No!" Mystia protested loudly her legs kicking about in a feverish manner but to no effect. 
"S-Stop! Please STOP!" Yuyuko remained completely ignorant to her pleas as more and more of 
the night sparrow disappeared into Yuyuko's gullet, her throat bulging outward obscenely with her 
plump prey's wriggling shape. A deafening swallow resounded from Yuyuko's bulging gut, her lips 
slurping in Mystia's enlarged middle and bringing her feathered wings into her maw. 
 
Youmu remained on standby, her mistress' feast seeming to be largely uninteresting to her as she 
made an attempt to focus on the surroundings as well as tune out Mystia's futile attempts to call 
for help. By this point, Youmu was largely used to her mistress' gluttony causing distress among 
the living but, ever since a couple days ago, things have started to get a little...out of hand. 
Yuyuko's current state was by far, the biggest she's seen her in quite awhile and for her to 
recklessly consume at such a rate, Youmu found herself more worried about the future than 
finding Yuyuko's next meal. Even so, it was not like she herself was immune to the same fate... 
 
Just like her mistress, but to a much lesser extent, Youmu had been falling victim to the same 
manner of overindulgance lately as well, the half ghost still shuddering from her rare lapse of 
self-control when she gorged herself on Hakugyokurou's food reserves. Youmu had never thought 
she had such an appetite and by the time she had realized why she was stretched out on the 
pantry floor, Youmu soon came to bear witness to the enormous and aching bulge that had 
swelled from her body. In her mind, the indigestion and weight gain there-after were suitable 
punishments for her gluttonous vice, however, Youmu stilled wished to know the source of such 
an unheard of change in her persona.  
 
"Just what is going on around here lately..." Youmu thought, glancing down to her paunch. "I was 
always such a light eater...and yet, here I am with this bulge jutting from my belly as if I were some 
mere glutton. I've even heard that vampire at the mansion has even fell victim to this epidemic as 
well. For some as petite as her to fatten up is almost unheard of." 
 
As Youmu made amends with herself to look into this odd phenomonon, the sound of her mistress 
moaning in delight brought her attention to the bulbous rear of Mystia, the tuft of her light pink 
tailfeathers ruffled in distress before Yuyuko slurped them past her lips and tilted her head back to 
swallow the final portion of her avian meal. The grotesque bulge squirmed down Yuyuko's throat 
before the frame of Mystia disappeared into Yuyuko's body completely, the belly of the ghost 
princess swelling out just a little more with the night sparrow's body. 
 
"Ah~ much better~" the fattened phantom chimed as she patted her even larger midsection, 
floating a bit off the ground to recline in mid-air and bask in a stuffed after-glow. However, if 
anything, Yuyuko knew this full feeling would not last and, once her belly finished with this feast, it 
would be time to seek out yet another to fill the void. This would have been rather tedious for 
anyone else, but Yuyuko herself had long since grown accustomed to (and embraced) her gluttony 
and the usual hunts they required her to partake in. "I believe I should have night sparrow more 



often, it tastes alot better than the average chicken." 
 
"I suppose Lady Yuyuko, I have not seen any other night sparrow around though." Youmu 
commented, "We should perhaps head back for now. You'll need ample time to digest." 
 
"Who said anything about going back?" Yuyuko said, her enormous middle shifting with it's gastric 
brood as she began floating toward her servant with a grin. "Hmm, if I recall, I don't think you've 
had any supper yet, Youmu. How about we change that~?" 
 
"I-I'm fine, Lady Yuyuko. I'll eat once I get back ho-" Youmu tried to decline, before her plumped 
stomach loudly contradicted her reply with a roar of emptiness. Youmu flushed pink as she rubbed 
the noisy paunch in an attempt to quiet the hungered howls but, to little avail could she silence it's 
calling for food. 
 
"Fufufu~ Your tummy says otherwise~" Yuyuko giggled, leading Youmu along by her hand as she 
practically dragged the half-ghost further into the darkened wilderness. "Come, maybe we can find 
you a nice, juicy Basan to partake upon. I hear they like to nest off in the Bamboo Forest nearby."  
 
=== 

 

A light groan rasped from Mystia's throat as the darkness of her passed out state began to lift and 

fade from her person. The first thing the night sparrow noted upon awakening was of how she was 

still among the living, though she knew this was not going to remain that way for very long. As 

Mystia rose up and began to recollect what happened, the night sparrow realized something 

incredibly odd about her surroundings as she came to stand on her feet... 

 

Mostly in part of how spacious they were. 

 

Despite how stuffed Yuyuko looked on the outside, the inside completely contradicted how she 

actually appeared as the stomach Mystia resided in was, in truth, quite cavernous. The ground 

beneath her was squishy and organic, a bit slippery in certain areas thanks to being drenched in 

saliva.  

 

"No wonder she's always hungry..." Mystia whispered to herself, her wonder and awe at the sheer 

size of Yuyuko's gut almost overriding her fear and horror on where she was. Mystia's adaptations 

to the night gave the sparrow some affinity to sea in the unrelenting darkness of Yuyuko's belly, 

her dark adjusted eyes being able to see the layout of what was ahead; mountainous masses 

covered in pulsating tendril like veins and villi jutted from primal floor below, the organic 

outcroppings erecting high into the void-like darkness above. The clamorous and constant sounds 

of bubbling echoed from various regions of the cthonic gut, the sight of an oozing purple 

substance frothing in various areas around the sparrow as a phantasmal gas  from the churning 



moors of ectoplasmic digestive fluid. However, it seemed the ectoplasmic acid was also flooding 

the area, the tell tell signs of submerged passages giving evidence of this.  

 

Well...Yuyuko was digesting things right now. 

 

Just from what she glimpsed upon, Mystia could already see that Yuyuko's stomach was as 

convoluted as it was spacious, a myraid of passages, tunnels and writhing tentacle bridge 

overpasses spiraling across the somatic cave. The remains of the many meals Yuyuko ingested 

were still present, hundreds perhaps thousands of lost could be seen splashing and struggling in 

the digestive pit ahead. The twisted and tormented bodies of youkai and humans both great and 

small could be found thrashing in the swelling lake of ectoplasmic acid, their tortured bodies 

melting together as a legion as the horrific moans of their agony reveberated in the sparrow's ears. 

What wasn't stewing in the frothing swamp of gastric ire was stuck on land, Mystia not even able 

to count how many were shambling aimlessly in the intricate passages, the legions of devoured 

humans and youkai trying desperately to find the way out they know was all but lost to them.  

 

Mystia...just didn't know what to do. This entire place was so alien to her, there was no way she 

could find her way out of here... 

 

"Where...where do I even go?" Mystia questioned to no one, but herself. The lower paths were 

out of the question, the flesh melting sludge seeming to flood any hope of finding any lower exit 

to this hell of a stomach. Mystia turned to her fellow prisoners, groups of them seeming to have 

congregated into a cluster at various regions of the stomach. This gave the sparrow hope that she 

could place faith on those swallowed around her to help understand what to do...  

 

Suddenly, a thunderous gurgle bellowed from the congested and acid filled depths of the stomach, 

the enormous roar being powerful enough to send quaking shocks across the stomach floor and 

rattle Mystia off her feet. Mystia looked around in a panic as she came to notice the bog of 

ectoplasm was beginning to bubble and froth in a more violent manner, something deep within 

the abyss of gastric fluid seeming to rumble to the surface. Mystia's eyes grew wide as she saw the 

lake ahead begin to rise at an alarming rate, the tide rushing in and engulfing any poor, 

unfortunate soul stuck in it's swiftly advancing path.   

 

"What're you doing?" Shouted a voice from afar, Mystia's feathered ears perking up as she looked 

around for the source. "Get out of there!" 

 

Moving away from the potentially dangerous lake of gastric juice, Mystia wasted no time in 

ascending upward, her flapping wings carrying her off higher grounds as she watched the surging 

sea of acid flooding the ground below. The groups of humans and youkai she thought she could 



rely on were all swept up in a tsunami of acid that crashed against the many organic obelisks that 

lay uncaring to the tortures of those below.  

 

However, the questioned still remained on who called out to her just then... 

 

With her curiosity overriding her fear, Mystia flew through the darkness, pin-pointing where she 

heard the voice echo from. 'H-hello, is anyone there?" The sparrow called out over the loud 

bubbling miles below her, landing on a ledge that overlooked the rising lake of ectoplasm. On the 

ledge awaiting Mystia was a masculine figure clad in a traditional jinbei attire of a blue and white 

color. He looked noticeably older than the night sparrow, appearing in his late 30s, with a 

somewhat portly build to his frame. While having a largely human-shape, the stranger held an 

aquatic air to his appearance, having webbed hands and a skin tone that matched that of a tiger 

shark. 

 

"So...you're the one who said that just now." 

 

"That's right." The shark-like man nodded, inspecting the night sparrow a small amount. Mystia 

shifted nervously where she stood, the night sparrow seeming to be a little self concious given her 

heavy-set state. "Although, I tried to get everyone else to follow but...they didn't exactly hear me 

out." 

 

Mystia gazed back downward to where she once was. "Still, thanks for getting my attention." The 

sparrow paused, remembering that she had no idea who this was. "Uhm..." 

 

"Oh right, I'm Ebizo Itachizame, Samebito from the Genbu Marsh." The shark man greeted, taking 

quick note of Mystia's bird like features and realizing why he found them rather familiar. "You 

must be the night sparrow Yuyuko's being going on about. Mystia, right?" 

 

"Yes, I'm-" Mystia paused her face faulting to that of confusion. "Wait...how do you know?" 

 

"Yuyuko's voice can be heard in here. She's kinda obnoxious about 'meals she doesn't get to eat'." 

 

At that very moment, the booming voice of the ghost princess blasted through out her maze like 

innards, "OH MY YOUMU, THAT COCK REALLY SEEMS TO WANT A PIECE OF YOU NOW~!" 

 

Silence befell the unlikely duo, their heads still tilted upward to face the dark heavens above. 

 

"...What're they even...?" 

 



"It's usually best not to even think about it." Changing the subject to shift from, what would have 

been, a long silence, Mystia saw it was best to lear a little more about the one who indirectly save 

her from a painful digestive torture. 

 

"So...did she send us to her belly?" Mystia questioned, apart of her still being in disbelief that all of 

what surrounded her was really the stomach of Yuyuko. True, her belly was humongous now, 

but...to be the size of a maze-like cavern was something that knocked what sense was locked in 

Mystia's brain. "This place is way too big to be her belly. I mean...just look at it!" 

 

"Trust me, we're in the stomach. I dunno how, but Yuyuko's gut is alot bigger on the inside than it 

is out there." Ebizo explained, his words still not proving to explain just why the interior of 

Yuyuko's gut mimicked the innards of something straight out of Lovecraft mythos. "Though, I do 

know this; Yuyuko doesn't just have one stomach...she has five." 

 

Mystia felt her heart fall into the pit of her stomach, her face blanched pale from the relization of 

not one, but five stomachs that were all just like this one. "...F-Five?" 

 

"Yes, the Five Gastric Hells, or so their called. We're in the 1st Stomach, Styx. Further down are the 

other four; Archeon, Lethe, Cocytus and Phlegethon." explained the samebito peering off into the 

distance to keep tabs on the situation below. After assuming that no upsets or disturbances could 

be found in the frothing pit of ectoplasmic enzymes, Ebizo continued, "An old kitsune told me 

about the layout to Yuyuko's damning innards when I was first swallowed sometime ago, sayin' 

she made the journey through all five hells. Though given how things are now, the entrance to 

Archeon is already flooded with acid so making our way out that is suicide." 

 

"So...we're stuck here then..."  

 

"Not really, there is another way." The samebito shook his head, rubbing his chin as he told his 

story. "There's a path that leads us back outside to freedom called the Asphodel Route. It bypasses 

all five of the 'Gastric Hells' and sends us right to Yuyuko's back door!" 

 

Ebizo's excitement on the matter wasn't so easily reflected in Mystia who was quick to realize 

where this so called 'back door' really was. "Ewww...you mean we have to come out of the ghost 

lady's butt...?" Mystia's face contorted with disgust as she imagined herself being squeezed out of 

Yuyuko's expansive rear end. There's not telling how many bird baths she'd have to take just to get 

clean again... 

 

"Afraid so, don't worry it's a lot less gross once you get used to it." 

 



"But I don't want to get used to it!" Mystia shouted, wanting nothing more than to get out of here. 

"I just want to get out of here. It's dark, scary and smells like poots!" 

 

"I think Yuyuko ate one too many Nuppeppo earlier..." Ebizo observed, completely missing the 

point of Mystia's outburst. "They do tend to raise a bit stink once they dige-" 

 

"Ebizo!" 

 

"Okay, sorry, we'll get moving." The samebito apologized, walking past Mystia and peering across 

the ledge as he searched for the road to freedom, their last hope of getting out from within 

Yuyuko's merciless gut. Ebizo soon extended his webbed hand forward and directing Mystia's 

attention to one of the many passages in Yuyuko's labyrinthine insides. At first glance it looked like 

any other passage way but, a closer look would reveal that it's out of the way location and 

generally smaller entrance seemed to point to a path rarely traveled. "There, that's our ticket to 

the outside. We'll need to hurry and get in there to make our way out though." 

 

Mystia peered off into the distance, having no trouble finding the passage Ebizo had pointed out in 

the dank, organic cavern. The task seemed simple enough, so simple that even Cirno could do it 

without any confusion or question. Even so, the night sparrow was more than wary of 'too good to 

be true'. 

 

"...Is there a catch?" She asked, eyes still fixated on the entrance to their salvation. 

 

Ebizo fell silent, rubbing the stubble on his chin as he pondered on those words. "Well, normally 

there would be-" 

 

The samebito's response was abruptly severed as a booming gurgle roared from the depths below, 

the echoing digestive roar summoning forth an equally massive quake that rattled the entirety of 

the anatomical cavern. The oozing sea of ectoplasmic acid began to lave and churn with an 

increasing intensity, the disturbed fluid beginning to rise at a rapid rate, as an immense legion of, 

what appeared to be, gas bubbles swelled in the digestive bog. 

 

"Ahhh! w-what's happening!?" Mystia inquired, holding onto the ledge to keep her footing. 

 

"No time to explain!" Ebizo shouted over the digestive cacophony, grappling Mystia by the arm 

and hoisting her up. "We have to get to Asphodel before she blows!" 

 

=== 

 



A violent clash of steel resounded through the wilderness, the vehement origin of combat being 

from no one else but the half ghost who was currently defending against the furious assaults of a 

Basan that was much bigger than herself. Yuyuko had been intent on allowing Youmu to enjoy the 

pleasures of eating such large feasts like she did, to bask in the after-glow of being so full and 

satisfied. Even though Youmu was against this indulgance, she found that there was ultimately 

little say in the matter she had and merely went along with what Yuyuko wished to do with her. 

 

However, what Youmu expected of the Basan was completely shot out of the water the moment 

they intruded in it's nest, the youkai fowl being as enormous as a small human cottage. The 

prodigious size of the Basan did complicate things for Youmu, mostly in how her weighty body was 

a bit less lithe than she was used to. Even so, she made the best of the situation and, using Myon 

to add another Youmu to the battle, and try to put down the monstrous bird that was fighting 

back. 

 

"Oh my Youmu, who knew you could still be so graceful with so much extra heft~!" Yuyuko 

complimented to her diligent servant, watching as the duo of hefty half-ghosts narrowly dodge 

being nailed by a brilliant plume of ghostly fire that belched forth from the Basan's open beak. 

Watching the battle was not only a chance to see Youmu's graceful sword play and inhumanly 

swift combat style...but, also an oppurtunity to lewdly gaze upon the pounds of excess fat jiggle 

and wobble across Youmu's swollen physique, her sizable rump being the biggest culprit of 

wobbling motions.  

 

Even though, Yuyuko was largely silent, save for cheering on her dear Gardener, her belly however 

was quite noisy throughout the entire ordeal. A loud bubbling seeming to constantly churn and 

lave from the working swell on Yuyuko's overstuffed middle, the adipose phantom gazing down to 

the cacophonous orb as something large began to build up and shift within her. For once, this 

wasn't the rumbles of hunger thundering from inside her...but something else entirely.  

 

"My goodness, what's gotten you all worked up?" Yuyuko asked to her uproarous belly, her hands 

rubbing along it's quaking surface as she made an attempt to calm whatever was building up 

within her. The agitated gut didn't seem easily quelled by Yuyuko's touch and only seemed to . 

Soon enough, the immense amount of pressure displaced all at once with a mighty groan, the 

gaseous disturbance was sent upward forcing Yuyuko to abandon whatever elegance she held in 

this extremely bloated state. An enormous belch thundered forth from Yuyuko's maw, a 

phantasmal mist wafting from her lips as the haunting chorus of both her dying meals and the 

tormented souls that had been trapped in her belly rose off into the night sky. Several lost souls 

that were tormented in Yuyuko's internal hell, finally found what little peace they were given as 

they were released into the nocturnal atmosphere and allowed to pass on.  

 



"Oh dear, pardon me." Yuyuko giggled to her own lapse in crassness, taking her eyes off Youmu's 

battle for only a moment to watch the tortured souls make their journey to the River Sanzu. 

However, they remained blissfully unaware of what lay ahead in the afterlife. "Though, they better 

be careful, I hear that even Yamaxandu is getting quite ravenous these days~" 

 

=== 

 

Mystia opened her eyes, her ears ringing from the incredibly loud erutation that had taken place 

off in the distance. Looking back, the night sparrow could see the passage had closed up, the 

muscular opening preventing anything else from entering and dooming those who did not reach 

this path fast enough to a horrific death.  

 

"What...was that just now...?" Mystia questioned, Ebizo looking back to see he and his travelling 

partner had made it to their path to freedom largely unscathed. "It sounded like she burped." 

 

"You're right, it was a belch." Ebizo remarked, pulling himself up to prepare for the journey ahead. 

"It's probably one of the worst things that can happen during digestion. If you want to liken it to 

anything...then it's pretty much like a volcano eruptin'." 

 

Mystia turned her head away from the closed muscular valve ahead and peered forth to the path 

where she and Ebizo would journey through, the night sparrow peering forth to see that the 

surroundings were much like the previous area but was shaped into an incredibly long tunnel. The 

intestinal path wasn't as voluminous as the stomach but was still large in it's own right, the 

enormous tower like polyps that rose from the villi infested floor barely reaching the pulpy ceiling. 

Unlike the stomach, there were several things present in this tunnel that Mystia hadn't seen 

before, most notably were the bulbous anemone-like growth protruding from various areas on the 

organic walls that gently flexed and convulsed with each passing second. The atmosphere was 

hushed of any loud noises, only the gastric churns and gurgles of Yuyuko's working stomach were 

able to penetrate the tight valve behind them. 

 

"Blegh, it smells worse in here than it does in that ghost lady's belly..." Mystia complained, taking 

her first steps forward as she and the samebito ventured forth into the quivering duodenum of the 

phantom. She did take note of a ghostly smog saturating the area alongside the numerous 

amounts of hitodama aimlessly floating about, the night sparrow linking the putrid aroma with the 

stifling gas permeating the area. "So, this path will leads us...erm, back out?" 

 

"That it will. Asphodel will dump us into Tartarus, Yuyuko's bowels. I'm not sure what this place is 

actually used for in Yuyuko digestive tract but that kitsune claimed it was where food that needs 

to be purged quickly go through." Ebizo shrugged, stepping over a low growing polyp that tried to 



ensnare his foot with it's many tendrils. "Once we get there we can finally get the hell outta this 

place." 

 

"How long will it be until we reach...Tartarsauce?" Even though this was the only way out, Mystia 

still found the act of coming out of Yuyuko's other end to be...less than savory. 

 

"It shoul-" Ebizo paused as he realized something odd with Mystia's question. "Wait, what?" 

 

"Isn't that what Yuyuko's butt is called?" 

 

"Er...not really. Where did you even get that from anyway?" 

 

The night sparrow lay ready to answer but, the podgy expansion of her middle decided that it's 

voice was more than enough to suffice as a low, demanding grumble echoed from the voided 

depths of her empty belly. "...I'm hungry." Mystia pouted, gently hugging her paunch in a revived 

need to feed. Mystia's appetite would have been doused given all the things she's seen, but now, 

it seemed her belly could hold off no longer and realized that it was time to refill the tank. 

 

"How...can you be hungry at a time like this?" A question Mystia wanted to answer herself but, 

found the reasons pointless to dwell on considering she just wanted to fill her stomach again. 

 

"I don't know, I...just am!" huffed Mystia, hands still on her pudgy tummy as she remembered the 

very reason why hunger was striking her so hard. "That stupid ghost lady's been chasing me for a 

long time. I didn't have time to eat anything..." 

 

"Huh, so that's it." nodded the samebito, looking over her figure and connecting the dots to how 

much blubber was on the bird girl's physique. Something he didn't seem to take note of until now. 

"You certainly look like the big eater type." 

 

Mystia didn't say much, but it was clear she didn't exactly like Ebizo's indirect attempt at calling 

her fat. The night sparrows pudgy face puffed out a bit in irritation as her frowning face bore into 

Ebizo's. Fearing he's pissed off the yosuzume, the samebito decides to change the subject before 

he makes matters worse. 

 

"W-well, anyways, we should reach the exit if we keep going and don't stop..." Ebizo answered, 

turning his back to the night sparrow who soon found her hungered gaze resting upon the 

tentacled polyps to her side. "Just try not to touch anythin-" 

 

"Ahhh! H-Help!" Ebizo froze, turning on his heels to see one of the anemone-like growths ensnare 



Mystia in it's mess of tendrils, the slithering appendages snaking across her podgy and malleable 

form.  

 

"Uh..." Ebizo blinked, watching as the night sparrow fought against the gastric farring Anthozoa, 

the tendrils slithering and squeezing all over her chubby body, doing well to show just how 

thickset she really was. Another shrill squawk from the night sparrow was enough to tell Ebizo to 

quit his gawking and actually do something in the manner helping her. "Buh! I thought I told you 

not to touch anything!" 

 

"But it touched me first!" Mystia lied, knowing full well the tendril laden polyp only really attacked 

from her attempts to try and sate her belly's roaring by eating it. The long nails on Mystia's 

fingertips cleaved into a set of tentacles, their abscense freeing her of their gasp on her. However, 

even though it was missing three appendages, it was quick to bring in more as it drew her in closer 

to the gastrovacular opening, revealing a salivating orifice read to recieve her. The night sparrows 

eyes grew wide with terror as her fight or flight response activated and she fought back with 

danmaku, fushia bullets of magic spraying from her form and pelting the gastric anemone with 

bullets slowing it's advance to devour the bird girl. 

 

This proved fatal for the anthozoa as Ebizo used it's lapse in feeding to slam his fist into the 

bulbous polyp of it's form, a throaty growl rousing from the acidic opening of the tentacled 

creature. The samebito reeled his arm back and threw a second punch straight into the fleshy 

polyp, his fist piercing the epidermis of the creature that evoked small fountains of otherworldly 

fluid to gush from the wound. Ebizo grunted from effort as he snared the creature's body in his 

grasp and forcing his fist upward, tearing a huge gash into the eldritch growth. An alien shriek rose 

from the polyp as purple ectoplasm spurt from it's split form and the creature slowly deflated, the 

creature soon falling silent as it came to rest within a visceral pile of ectoplasm and flesh. Mystia 

plopped to the ground with a wet thud and immedieatly skittered back from the dying growth of 

the...thing that tried to eat her. 

 

"Wh...what was...?" 

 

"I just call'em Gut Flowers...cuz, y'know, they look like flowers." Ebizo answered for the night 

sparrow, helping her back to her feet and gesturing her to continue onward. "Try to stick close, 

they have a real long reach to them and there's a whole mess of'em through here." 

 

=== 

 

Despite the journey through 'Asphodel' the thunderous sounds of Yuyuko's gastric labors only did 

well to follow the traveling duo, the churning and bubbling within the hells Mystia and Ebizo were 



bypassing wailing out with the tortured screams of those less fortunate than them. Despite the 

unintentional guilt trip, the youkai duo continued their hike further down into the organic pit, 

wading through writhing masses of tendrils and avoiding being devoured by the gastric 

sea-anemone that infested the abysmal intestine of the phantom. Despite Ebizo's warnings of 

staying close and keeping watch, he still found that he had to save Mystia more than a couple 

times from the ravenous gut flora, the samebito making jokes that Mystia's plumped form was too 

'juicy' for them to resist. Mystia was not amused.  

 

However, the tables would turn when the night sparrow managed to rescue the samebito from a 

surprise attack, Ebizo finding himself ensnared by the tendrils of a Jellyfish like creature that was 

attatched to a polyp on the fleshy ceiling. With Ebizo's encouragement, Mystia was able to muster 

up the first explosion of courage she ever had in this hellish digestive tract and freed the samebito 

from the creatures grasp. 

 

That said, even though the sojourn through the phantom's tubing was going fairly well despite a 

few close brushes with death, the ease of travel was slowly fading away. The contradiction of 

Ebizo's earlier foresight began when the atmosphere of area began to shift, something the 

samebito was quick to pick up on as he guided Mystia through the widening intestinal cavern. 

Ebizo merely thought it was his imagination and soon set on putting his mind on other matters... 

 

"Oooh, sooo hungry..." Like Mystia's ever growing hunger. The long journey to Tartarus and the 

evading of youkai-eating polyps was proving a bit too much for the pudgy night sparrow's belly, in 

terms of waiting for a meal. What began as the occasional soft growl for food soon aggrandized 

into a near ceaseless symphony of famished howls that were no longer playing nice in their calling 

for something to digest. "Ebizo...I don't know how much more I can take..." 

 

"Me neither..." The samebito added, looking around and only seeing the pulsating growths and 

polyps across the walls and floor. Even though they could perhaps be killed and eaten, Ebizo 

wasn't exactly sure if devouring the gastric polyps were exactly a good idea. "I would say you could 

try the Gut Flora or those jellyfish things, but...I'm not sure if they're exactly edible." 

 

"They are, but I'd be more worried about yourselves than those icky things." 

 

Looking forward, the shark man could make out a faintly glowing figure approaching them from 

the darkness, an eerie beacon of blue light pierced the pitch-black duskiness. The approaching 

light proving to belong to the glowing eyes of a mysterious woman as several equally illuminated 

appendages fanned out from behind her. She was a fairly youthful individual, having a pale 

complexion and long, cascading hair of an aqua hue. A poofy blue mop cap lay atop her wavy hair, 

her long and wide sleeved top and poofy dress mirroring the color of her hat. What seemed to 



stand out most were a group of four gelatinous tentacles that branched out from around her full 

hips, the jelly like appendages being thick and adorned with 'frills' among the tip, said frills glowing 

of an unearthly blue light. 

 

"My, a shark and a sparrow...what an odd couple this is." She said in a teasing manner, her gaze 

alternating between Ebizo and Mystia. "But, I'm never fussy over a free meal." 

 

Mystia's stomach rumbled as it seemed to pick up on the word 'meal', the night sparrow looking 

up to the one who uttered those magical words...  

 

"So you wish to stand in our way of getting out of Yuyuko?" 

 

"Not exactly." The radiant woman disagreed, her motives for confronting them a little different. "I 

just want to devour you both~" 

 

Strike two and another growl... 

 

"But, I suppose manners come before the feast, I am Honami Aokurage, a much higher form of 

those lovely jellyfish creatures you see attached to the ceiling there." She pointed above them to 

prove her point, both shark and sparrow seemed largely uninterested in looking and merely stared 

at her. Seeing the two weren't going to crane their gaze upward, she moved on. "After gaining this 

form from eating so many delicious souls...I found that I need more filling meals to sate this 

ravenous hunger I've developed. Surely you understand my predicament?" 

 

Honami's words held more truth than she realized, the starved night sparrow finding no way to 

quiet her twisting stomach of it's hungry wails. Waiting for a meal was no longer an option, Mystia 

needed to eat and she needed to eat now. But...where would she be able to partake upon a feast 

large enough to satisfy her tummy? Mystia stared at Honami's form, the famine clouding her mind 

beginning to register every inch of the ghostly jellyfish's form as something deliciously edible; from 

her statuesque physique to those gel-like tentacles, Mystia was beginning to view Honami as not a 

threat, but a snack made of an exotic gelatin she has yet to savor for herself. With her target 

acquired in her sights, Mystia lurched forward to Honami, the phantom jellyfish taking note of her 

movements toward her... 

 

"Oh hoh, stepping up to sacrifice yourself, eh? How noble~" 

 

"Mystia, wait! We don't know what she's capable of!" 

 

"I...I can't wait any more!" Mystia whined, her belly sharing this sentiment. "I need food...and 



she's the only one I can eat." 

 

"Hah, begging for mercy won't-!" Honami paused, finding that Mystia's words didn't exactly match 

up with what she had planned on her to say. "Wait, what?" 

 

Mystia did not repeat herself, only the steady advance toward Honami was what the night 

sparrow saw fit to replay for Honami.  

 

"Y-you wretch, what're you doing...!" Honami stepped back, trying to distance herself from the 

Mystia, the night sparrow's gaze clouded with a ravenous hunger that could be contained no 

longer. "D-do you realize just who I am!?" Mystia did well to answer this question, even if it was 

rhetorical. 

 

"Food..."  

 

Mystia spread her wings, tongue snaking across her lips she prepared her long talons to dig into 

the succulent flesh of the jellyfish youkai just a few steps away from her. That same jellyfish was 

finding it more and more difficult to try and spook the night sparrow, the bravado she shelled out 

earlier seeming to collapse under the realization that her only trick of fearmongering had no effect 

on someone who was bold enough (or in this case, hungry enough) to disregard it. 

 

"Eh, what's the matter? Don't have anything to back up those scare tactics?" A smirk spread across 

Ebizo's face as he was able to see just why Honami was so scared of Mystia getting to close to her. 

 

"Guh-!" Honami felt the spear of truth pierce through her chest, those very words shattering 

whatever form of composure Honami held like a bullet to a glass cup. With her cover blown and 

no other way to restore it, Honami used her last remaining trump card to get out of this mess. 

"Y-you haven't heard the last of meeeee!" 

 

Running away. 

 

Unfortunately for her, ravenous sparrow was not intent on letting the first meal she's ran into for 

a long while slip away so easily. Mystia taking flight as she launched herself in pursuit of the fleeing 

jellyfish. Ebizo stood by, watching Mystia's hefty form tackle Honami off in the distance, glow from 

her bioluminescent body producing silhouettes of both sparrow and jellyfish entangled in a mad 

dance of who eats who. Honami's shadow writhed on the ground as Mystia attempted to get a 

hold of her, several feathers flying about during the scuffle to pin down the protesting jellyfish. 

With effort, and use of her larger body, Mystia finally managed to restrain Honami, much to her 

chargin. "Agh! Get off me-!" Honami's frantic voice echoed out, Mystia's body managing to pin her 



down and eclipse most of the jellyfish's illumination with her tubby frame. With no other words 

left to exchange, Mystia lowered herself down, much to Honami's dismay as she tried to hold the 

hungry sparrow off with her bare hands. "N-No! You fatty butt sparrow, I hope I give you 

gaaaaas-!"  

 

Those were the last words Ebizo heard from Honami before the muffled sounds of her screams 

replaced any coherent form of speech. As the seconds passed on, more and more of Honami's 

eerie glow faded as her squirming body was forced into the pitch darkness of Mystia's gut, 

powerful swallows resounding from the shaded distance as the outside visage of the jellyfish 

gradually disappeared from all sight. A hardy belch and a content sigh marked the end of a most 

refreshing meal, the samebito using it as his que to approach the night sparrow from the distance 

and see how she was holding up... 

 

Sprawled out on her back was the overfull form of Mystia, a lazy groan emanating from her body 

as she held her ponderous belly with both hands. The sparrow's swollen middle was alive with an 

assortment of bulges and bumps from what fought against an oncoming digestion, a few muffled 

screams and protests rising from within. The frilly brown dress found itself straining against even 

more of it's owners belly, though instead of showing signs of ripping, the dress merely rode up 

slightly to reveal a small portion of the taut flesh of Mystia's thrashing middle. A burp ruffled past 

Mystia's lips, before she sighed in the glut sensation of finally having sated the nagging hunger 

that she tried to keep at bay. 

 

"Finally full, huh?" Ebizo chuckled, the inside of Mystia's belly beginning to glow from the 

luminescent properties of her protesting meal. 

 

"Hmm, a little..." Mystia droned in response, Ebizo giving her a look of bewilderment. 

 

"A...a little?" Ebizo wasn't sure if she was on the verge of a food coma and had no idea what she 

was saying or, if by some odd chance, Mystia actually wasn't entirely full yet. From what he saw, 

the bloated birdie looked bound to burst at any giving moment or the slightest motion. "But...you 

just ate someone whole?" 

 

"She's not enough..." Mystia huffed in disappointment, finding that even though she looked full to 

bursting, that there still existed a void inside her that needed to be filled. Until she found 

something large and meaty to put in that vacant spot...Mystia would never truly be full and 

satisfied.  

 

Ebizo opened his mouth to question further when a sudden gurgle echoed from all around, 

something in the 5 hells seeming to turn over and cause quite a gastric disturbance.  



 

"We'll have to worry about food later..." The samebito said, knowing exactly what this meant. 

"Come, Tartarus shouldn't be far."  

 

= 

 

Despite the urge to lay down and digest the jellyfish youkai inside her, Mystia continued the 

journey to Tartarus, having to resort to hovering so is to keep up. Along the way, Mystia's stuffed 

stomach was quick to make short work if Honami's struggling body, the digestive prison 

thundering loudly with the gurgles of a powerful digestion that proved effective in breaking down 

the jellyfish's rebellious form. Even though Honami's lasting curse to give Mystia gas hadn't come 

to fruition, her body did continue to give off a radiant glow even as it gradually passed through the 

night sparrows, stomach and intestinal tract, Mystia's belly becoming an unlikely beacon of light 

during the journey to Tartarus. Ebizo had to convince Mystia that she wouldn't be stuck with a 

glowing belly even after Honami passed on through her colon. 

 

Digestive anomolies aside, the trek to Tartarus was slowly coming to an end as the cavern of 

Asphodel widened outward the closer the duo were to the final gateway to Yuyuko's bowels. Only 

did the sight of a lambent cloud of souls show that  the gate to Tartarus was only a few steps 

away... 

 

"Ah! Ebizo, look!" Mystia chirped with excitement, tugging on the sharkman's robe and pointing 

ahead to reveal, what looked to be the exit to the cavern. After what seemed like days of trudging 

through ghostly sludge, gas and carnivorous gut flora, Mystia could finally see the light at the end 

of this tortorous tunnel. No more would she have to endure this foul environment of sticky 

surfaces and poot-smelling air!  

 

...Oh, and the lovecraftian gut fauna. 

 

"Now all we have to do is get through Tartar Sauce and we're home free!" Mystia failed to realize 

the error in her pronunciation, her mind more on finding another feast than anything else. "And 

then I can finally eat~!" The chubby sparrow added, her still stuffed belly burbling as Honami's 

remains slogged through Mystia's innards, forcing out a bubble of gas that manifested into a loud 

belch. It was...strange to Ebizo that the sparrow was actually thinking about eating even though 

her stomach was already full.  

 

"Be careful, Mystia. There's still Gut Flowers about." Ebizo remarked, the both of them making 

their way past the final threshold that separated Asphodel from their final destination; Tartarus. 

 



As their path way dumped them into the nethermost region of Yuyuko's bowels, one was quick to 

see just why these colonic tunnels were likened to a mythological underworld;  before them 

stood an even larger cavern than the First Hell, what would be the ceiling being nothing but a 

black void laden clouds of forsaken souls, their wails echoing through the cthonic bowels of the 

phantom. Venturing further out, one could gaze upon the walls which bared the twisted and 

agonized faces of the hundreds upon thousands who died within Yuyuko's entrails. Grave-like 

polyps the size of buildings lay erect on the organic floor that lead further down into the putrid pit 

that lead back to the outside world. Of in the distance, the sounds of something...inhuman could 

be heard traveling across the digestive landscape, the slightest footfall it gave rumbling the ground 

below. Neither Mystia nor Ebizo could see what manner of beast was in the darkness, but they 

were not going to be here long enough to find out... 

 

"Alright, the exit should be just a little further in that direction," Ebizo remarked, his webbed 

fingers pointing down where a trail of the putrid green haze and wayward souls were traveling. 

"Word of advice, cover your nose when we get there. It's gonna stink like hell!" The samebito 

chuckled a bit finding some odd pun in his warning, though Mystia wasn't too concerned by 

whatever poor joke he had made, her eagerness to get out of Yuyuko's belly and to find a new 

feast to fill that vacant spot in her own stomach being much more important to her at the 

moment. 

 

"Come on, Ebizo! We're almost outside!" Mystia called as she flew turned to see the stout shark 

man sticking close behind her. An agitated rumble rattled the inside of Mystia's tummy, a small 

cramp twisting the side of her belly as her digestive system told her not to move around so much 

while work was commencing. "Oooh, okay...no more flying..." Mystia groans, lowering herself 

down to her feet and rubbing her irritable middle, stifling a burp as she settled for waddling. 

 

"Honami coming back to haunt you?" Ebizo asked, the sparrow shaking her head as the gurgling 

swell started to settle down, her calming rubs being just what her belly needed to relax and digest 

like it was supposed to.  

 

"Not really, just need to stop flying on a full tummy..." A deep and gaseous rumble echoed from 

the depths of Mystia's belly, a large bubble of air forcing it's way up her throat. The night sparrow 

unleashed a loud, wet belch, a partially digested mop cap forcing it's way up her gullet, and out 

onto the floor below. "So...what will you do when you get back out, Ebizo?" Mystia asked to the 

samebito, finding herself curious on what his future motives were. 

 

"Hmm, I don't know. I'll just have to see when I got out of here." The samebito replied, his gazing 

turning forward as he slowed to a halt at what his eyes saw blocking the only exit. "...Well, not 

until we get rid of that." 



 

"Get rid of what?" Mystia tilted her head before she followed Ebizo's gaze forward and saw just 

what was in their way... 

 

Only a little ways ahead, there lay an immense creature blocking the only path to the exit to 

Yuyuko's bowels, the enormous being having a size much larger than anything Mystia has ever laid 

eyes on. Even her stand and the houses in the Human Village couldn't even begin to compare to 

the massive monstrosity of a being that sat before them. If the two could liken the monster for 

anything they might have seen, then an oni would perhaps be the closest (and only) being able to 

remotely describe this abomination; large and bulky, the road-blocking monster bore profoundly 

large arms, at it's head was where nature seemed to take a back seat, allowing the monster to 

have a second face growing from it's own. However, further inspection will reveal that there were 

not one, but a legion of heads of varying sizes growing from this creature's upper torso, one would 

be wise to count at least fifty or more. Cradling these wrongly placed heads, were pairs of arms all 

neatly wrapped underneath the chins of the polypous apexes, the number of arms across this 

mane of organic crowns being close to the hundreds or even thousands one would say... 

 

"...Do I even want to know what this is...?" Mystia didn't feel like she wanted to know, but Ebizo 

was already a few steps ahead of her. 

 

"Hekatonkheires, the old kitsune told me about them. Ruthlessly strong giants who's duty is to 

make sure people like us don't leave Tartarus." This was something Mystia could already tell, 

judging from Ebizo's apprehensive tone and tense stance, he was ready to run at any given chance. 

It was no doubt that the Hekatonkheires before them was going to rise from it's position and rain 

down utter hell upon the escaped prisoners... 

 

Or was it...? 

 

"Uhm..." Mystia blinked, taking note to the lack of action the giant beast. From Ebizo's body 

language, the sparrow had expected a lot more out of the Hekatonkheires than just it...well, sitting 

there like a fatty and not doing a damn thing. "Isn't he supposed to be chasing us?" 

 

"He...is. What kind of black magic is this?" The samebito questioned, before taking a cautious step 

forward to examine the situation. Ebizo didn't even have to lean in close to see what was 

happening, a booming snore from the many heads on the creature giving a clear answer as to 

what was going on. "...It's asleep. Well, that explains the lack of activity." 

 

"But...he's still in our way," Mystia pointed out once again, seeing no other way past this 

enormous obstacle. "How're we supposed to get out now..." 



 

Ebizo paused, trying to think of a way past the Hekatonkheires, all of the easy methods of evasion 

proving to either be impossible or...well, impossible. A distant gurgle echoing from the far off hell 

told of a slowly waning sense of time that the duo had before things truly got ugly. If there was 

anything Ebizo wanted both himself and Mystia to avoid, it's what happens when dozens of 

humans and youkai remains begin to pack into Yuyuko's colon like mid-day traffic. 

 

"There is...one way." Ebizo finally spoke up, Mystia looking to him an eagerness of what he had in 

mind. "Do you think that you could possibly eat it?" 

 

...And immedieatly her expression contorted into confusion. 

 

"What...?" 

 

"I know it's a strange idea, but...hear me out." The samebito reasoned before moving on in an 

attempt to try and explain himself. "If you eat the Hekatonkheires, you'll still be able to fit through. 

I mean...with the way you ate Honami..." 

 

"B-but...I'll be too big move!" Mystia countered, looking down to her engorged belly. The most 

she's had was a small camp of humans and that gave her indigestion something fierce. A 

behemoth like the one sitting before her would be absolute torture on her tummy. "And besides, I 

don't think I can eat anything that huge..." 

 

"Well that's...the only thing I can think of." The shark-man shrugged, "Unless you want to wake it 

up and deal with it then." 

 

Mystia stood by, weighing what options they had as opposed to the one that the shark man 

believed was the only way to get past this beast. Her stomach bubbled with it's current contents, 

the swollen midsection still full with Honami's remains but...also still having that one unused space 

inside her that held Mystia in the balance of being full and satisfied. This ogre may have been 

bigger than anything she's seen, but... 

 

"Hope you're up for the task..." Mystia rubbed her stomach, preparing for the biggest dish she'd 

ever partake upon. "...Please don't hate me after this." 

 

=== 

 

A burdened and heavy groan echoed from the clearing in the bamboo thicket now being largely 

occupied by an immense growth of flesh that rested heavily on the grass and pressed against the 



diligent bamboo sticks with it's swollen and gurgling form. Attached to this massive outgrowth, 

was the overburdened Youmu, her hands clutched tightly on her behemothic belly as the Basan 

she consumed out of hunger thrashed about within her. Much to her chargin, Yuyuko was right in 

assuming that she was hungry but, in Youmu's case, she didn't think she would find herself 

consuming a giant chicken youkai.  

 

"Oooough...too...urp...too full..." 

 

Youmu murmured in a digestive discomfort, her stomach having realized a while ago that the 

fattened fowl was a little bit over it's usual workload, loud groans echoing from the poignant 

protrusion as the stressed organ tried it's best to coat the rebellious avian in as much acid as it 

could. Unfortunately, said coating of acids wasn't nearly enough to actually cease the Basan's 

attempts to free itself from it's organic confines. 

 

"Oh gods...not another one." Youmu hiccuped, covering her mouth as her enormous belly let loose 

with a thunderous rumble, the struggling meal kicking it's fights to another level as the inside of 

the half-ghosts tummy radiated of a brilliant red color. The Basan inside was using it's ghostly fire 

to agitate the stomach and, unfortunately for Youmu, this was doing well to cause quite a bit of 

gas and heated air to accumulate within the half-ghost's stomach. Youmu grimaced from the 

bloating sensation that was gradually building within her, the heated excess of hot air adding itself 

to the other failed attempts to seer the inside of Youmu's belly. Knowing of only one way to 

remedy this gastric problem, the half-ghost tried her best to rub the grumbling swell, hoping her 

efforts would produce what she think was trapped in her tummy. 

 

Thankfully, Youmu's stomach was able to respond to her encourgements as the excess gas 

displaced all at once, an immense groan quaking within her gut. Youmu didn't bother restraining 

or stifling the rolling belch that erupted from her maw, a heated plume of phantasmal blaze and 

feathers spewing from her gullet and allowing the strained stomach to contract tightly around it's 

troublesome tenant. 

 

"Oooh, how long must I endure this...?" 

 

"Trust me, Youmu...everything will feel much better once it calms down." Yuyuko spoke up from 

beside her servant, showing that she was at least making an effort to comfort the hefty half-ghost. 

 

"I certainly hope you're right..." Youmu knew from her previous run in with gluttony that the 

calmed stomach was not the end of the torment there after. The after effects of the pantry raid 

showing that once everything backed up into her unsuspecting bowels is where the real struggle 

will begin. And even then, there was surely to be a fattened and jiggly momento added to her 



already corpulent frame. "...Ugh, I'm going to be so huge, afterward." 

 

"But being so big isn't that bad of a thing." Yuyuko offered, counter acting her servants negative 

outlook with a more positive one. "I hear that women with bit meat on them is becoming quite 

the trend across Gensokyo. Why, with a bottom like yours, those men won't know what to do 

when you go to the market~" 

 

Youmu said nothing in response, the bashful blush painting her tubby cheeks as she recalled the 

same sort of stares and ogles she's been given upon going to the Human Village. It was bad 

enough that her figure was swelling up...it was worse when people actually seemed to pay a lot of 

attention to it... 

 

Soon however, the passing conversation between mistress and gardener came to an abrupt end as 

something within Yuyuko's lower gut complained loudly, a groan wailing from nethermost regions 

of Yuyuko's immensly glutted tummy. The ghost felt something huge shift in her bowels, an odd 

gurgle churning from her lower belly. Yuyuko rubbed the noisy globe, a sense of pressure building 

up in her bubbling depths before it all displaced in an uproarous burst of gas that blared from her 

rear end. 

 

... ... ...  

 

"Ugh...Lady Yuyuko..." 

 

"O-oops, pardon me..." Yuyuko blushed, thoroughly embarassed by her moment of crassness. 

Though, what Yuyuko believed to be simple digestive kink being undone was something far bigger 

coming to light. 

 

...Or, in her case, coming out into the light. 

 

"Ah!" Yuyuko gasped, her stomach suddenly puffing up several sizes larger as something 

enormous tried to force it's way through her colon and out...the other end. The grotesquely 

swollen bulge continued to grow and quiver, it's sheer mass pressing down heavily on the ghost's 

middle as a truly enormous entity lay ready to  from Yuyuko's large, shapely bottom. For what 

seemed like the first time in ages, Yuyuko stared at her belly with eyes full of confusion, the ghost 

princess writhing a bout under the unmanageable mountain of a belly that wailed vehemently 

against the massive build up. An enormous amount of pressure centering somewhere in betwixt 

Yuyuko's bottom told her just what was happening inside and what she would have to go through 

in just a moment. Yuyuko had felt something odd shifting around within her, something moving 

against her usual mechanations of digestion. Having passed it off as just gas, the ghost princess put 



it all out of mind...but, now it was clear that what she ignored was much bigger than she could 

have hoped for.  

 

"Oooh nooo..." Yuyuko groaned, cluthing her belly and squirming underneath it in an attempt to 

try and prepare for a bowel movement of biblical proportions. 

 

"L-Lady Yuyuko, what's going on?" Youmu called out, her own belly and inability to move it proving 

to obscure her view of her (supposedly) distressed mistress. 

 

"Uuugh, I think...something's coming out a little early..." 

 

=== 

 

"Sheesh, I hope this is enough..." Came the sigh of an exhausted earth rabbit, her hand carrying 

with her several large bags of food stuffs from the Human Village. The rabbit girl was not alone in 

her excursion and all around her a large party of at least ten rabbits were carrying back large 

quantities of edibles to restock the nearly bare pantries of the Eientei house. Just like many of the 

residents of Gensokyo, an increase in overall consumption rate had gone up considerably in the 

house of eternity, the moon princess, Kaguya Houraisan being by far the largest vector of food 

stuffs disappearing.  

 

"Me too, that fatty Kaguya sure can put away a spread." Another rabbit took note of, her own 

slightly pudged figure seeming to fly over her head. 

 

Suddenly, the trek back to Eientei was put to a halt as a vehement scream of an anguished woman 

pierced the silence of the night sky, the rabbits halting in fright from the loud and enigmatic noise. 

 

"Uhm...what was that?" One of the lapine girls asked, her question going unanswered as a rough 

quake rattled beneath the traveling group before subsiding into nothingness, the still air returning 

to the surrounding area. "...And that?" 

 

"I dunno, but we best not go too far off the path..." A fallen rabbit advised to the troop, picking up 

her bags and continuing forward. If anything, she knew not to go too far into that direction for one 

very good reason, "Word has it that a hungry ghost has been really causing some problems back 

that way. Wouldn't want to be those unlucky shmucks that get caught by'er..." 

 

 


